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THE IOWA HOMEMAKER 
IOWA STATE COLLEGE PRESS BUILDING 
AMES, IOWA 
Dear Freshman: 
If I were a freshman again, I'd go for a walk over the campus seeing its 
be;;tuty as if for the first time. A tingle of pride would sweep over me as I realized 
that this college, with one of the most beautiful campuses in the world, was mine, 
holding out to me the promise of a new world of fun, of study and friendships 
and a lifelong supply of memories. 
At the Memorial Union, I'd find all the friends I would meet in the next 
few years, for the Union is the "melting pot" of the campus, where all interests, 
no matter how varied, are mixed into a common goal-the making of lasting 
friendships. I'd know all about the dances, formal and informal, the concerts, 
all the fun of the week-end and the relaxation of the week. 
I'd pause a moment at the campanile as the lovely tone of the bells promised 
me daily concerts of school songs, well-known classical melodies and, best of all, 
Christmas carols during the week before Christmas vacation. 
Walking along the campus, I'd smile at everyone whG passed my way be-
cause I'd know that each would respond, and, in that brief passing, we would 
be friends. I'd never wait for that other student to give me his smile first because 
I'd know that he was waiting for mine. 
In front of Beardshear Hall and Home Economics Building, a glance up the 
oft-trodden steps would give me a preview of the many times I would be coming 
down these steps-sometimes happy, sometimes discouraged and tired, but always 
a little inspired. During the next few months, all these emotions would have 
their turn, but soon the disappointments and discouragements would become 
challenges. 
Within the campus buildings would be my professors, and yet, more than 
that, my friends. The realization that they are human beings besides being ex-
perts in their fields would send me to them to talk over my work, to pay heed to 
their suggestions and to seek help when it is needed. Because I would know 
that these instructors wanted to be my friends, I'd become more interested in 
my work, I would come to class prepared every day because I'd want to know 
about the subject, and never try to just "get by." 
As a result of my knowing how to plan my study time wisely, I would have 
free hours during the week, which I'd spend in activities-to learn what makes 
the campus go 'round. I would choose the few activities in which I was most 
interested, and concentrate on them, not wasting my time and energy by dabbling 
in too many "pots." · 
Who doesn't crave the opportunity of expressing his opinion on affairs of 
the world? The Coffee Forums would ch~llenge me to keep in step with the 
rapidly changing world picture. The foundation of knowledge being sought at 
Iowa State, would fall short of being a good solid base if this element of education 
were lacking. I'd want to keep up with the times. 
If I were a freshman again, I'd probably feel just as you do now-a little 
shy and uncertain, and slightly envious of the senior who is so poised, so sure of 
herself, but I'd feel a little sorry for her, too, because I'd know that she was en-
vying me, as a freshman. 
Sincerely yours, 
